A non{interior path following algorithm is proposed for the linear complementarity problem. The method employs smoothing techniques introduced by Kanzow. If the LCP is P 0 +R 0 and satis es a non{degeneracy condition due to Fukushima, Luo, and Pang, then the algorithm is globally linearly convergent. As with interior point path following methods, the convergence theory relies on the notion of a neighborhood for the central path. However, the choice of neighborhood di ers signi cantly from that which appears in the interior point literature. Numerical experiments are presented that illustrate the signi cance of the neighborhood concept for this class of methods.
Introduction
In this paper, we develop a non{interior path following method for the linear complementarity problem:
LCP(q;M): Find (x ; y ) 2 IR n IR n satisfying Mx ? y + q = 0;
(1.1) x 0; y 0; (x ) T y = 0; (1.2) where M 2 IR n n and q 2 IR n .
The global linear convergence of the method is established under a non{degeneracy assumption due to Fukushima, Luo, and Pang (see De nition 4.1 or 6, Assumption (A2)]) and the assumption that the matrix M is P 0 +R 0 (see De nition 2.2). The method is based on an algorithm proposed by Kanzow in 12] . It is also closely related to the algorithm proposed by Chen and Harker in 3] . The key di erence with the Kanzow and Chen{Harker algorithms is our use of a new notion of neighborhood for the central path to update the continuation parameter. Following standard usage in the interior point literature (for example see 13] ), the central path is the set C := f(x; y) : Mx ? y + q = 0; Xy = e with 0 < x; 0 < y; and 0 < g; where e is the vectors of ones and X = diag (x) the diagonal matrix with i th diagonal entry x i for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n. For each 2 (0; 1), the neighborhood of C is de ned to be the set Mx k ? y k + q may or may not be the zero vector) predictor{corrector strategies for which local super{linear convergence can also be established (e.g. see 17, 21] Consequently, F (x; y) = 0 if and only if (x; y) 2 C. The key distinction between the system (1.3) and the system F (x; y) = 0 (1.7) is that a solution to the system (1.3) may not be strictly positive and so may not lie on the central path. This partially explains why one must initiate interior point methods at strictly positive points and then damp the Newton steps to maintain this property. On the other hand, a solution to (1.7) must be strictly positive and so will lie on the central path. Thus, the non{negativity of any limit point is automatically assured without imposing additional non-negativity constraints. This is one of the reasons why the function F is so e ective in formulating non-interior path following methods.
In Kanzow ) be strictly positive or that it lie in some neighborhood of the central path. A global Newton strategy is then applied to the system F 0 (x; y) = 0 until the value of the norm of F 0 (x; y) has been su ciently reduced. The value of 0 is then updated to 1 < 0 and the process is iterated to termination. Kanzow shows in 12, Theorem 6.2] that if the matrix M is P 0 + R 0 , then the sequence generated by his algorithm 12, Algorithm 6.1] has an accumulation point and that every such accumulation point is a solution to LCP(q; M). A similar algorithm is proposed by Chen and Harker in 3]. There the authors concentrate on establishing the existence of the central path and the continuity of the path at = 0, however, no algorithmic convergence results are provided. The absence of any rate of convergence results for these algorithms is due to the somewhat ad hoc rules for updating the continuation parameter . This gap is bridged in interior point methods by requiring that the iterates remain in a pre{speci ed neighborhood of the central path.
In 20], Xu and Burke consider an interior point variation on the Chen{Harker{Kanzow path following techniques. Their algorithm does not require the feasibility of the a ne constraint at each iteration, but it does require that the iterates remain strictly positive and stay in a given neighborhood N s ( ) of the central path. The positivity restriction allows the introduction of a rescaled Newton step producing iterates whose distance from the central path is easily controlled. The convergence behavior of the iterates can then be examined using standard interior point methodology. Xu and Burke establish the global linear convergence of their algorithm and use this result to establish the polynomial complexity of the method.
The complexity result in 20] is interesting since it provides some theoretical justi cation for the superb numerical performance demonstrated by the Kanzow and Chen{Harker algorithms. However, enforcing positivity in the system (1.7) is redundant since, unlike the system (1.3), this system automatically guarantees the positivity of its solutions. In this paper we describe a non{interior path following algorithm based on the function F and establish its global linear convergence. The proof technique follows the pattern developed for interior point strategies. In this regard, the key is the introduction of a new notion of neighborhood for the central path that is better suited to the function F . Just as with interior point methods, this neighborhood is used to adjust the value of the continuation parameter between iterations in a manner that insures the linear convergence of the values k (x k ; y k ) to zero. Preliminary numerical experiments indicate that the algorithm is very promising.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we introduce a new notion of neighborhood for the central path and establish some of the properties of this neighborhood. The algorithm is stated and shown to be well de ned in Section 3. The global linear convergence result is given in Section 4 and the numerical experiments are discussed in Section 5. A few concluding remarks are given in Section 6.
The notation we employ is standard. The notation borrowed from the interior{point literature has been discussed above. Vectors in IR n are assumed to be column vectors and unless otherwise stated the norm is the Euclidean norm. On one occasion we make use of the supremum norm. It is denoted by We now recall some well established conditions that yield the existence of the central path. These conditions are also used to guarantee certain boundedness conditions for our neighborhood of the central path. We begin with a review of the necessary terminology.
De nition 2.2 Let M 2 IR n n . The set of P 0 matrices clearly contains the set of all positive semi{de nite matrices. The positive semi{de nite matrices give rise to the monotone linear complementarity problems of which both linear and convex quadratic programming are special cases. Every positive de nite matrix is a P matrix, and a P matrix is a non{degenerate matrix that is both a P 0 and an R 0 matrix. Under the assumption that the matrix M is an R 0 matrix it is well{known that the solution set S = f(x; y) : 0 x; 0 y; Mx ? y + q = 0; and x T y = 0g: Proof The pattern of proof is identical to that which is used to show the boundedness of S. Suppose to the contrary that there exists an unbounded sequence f(x k ; y k )g 2 N( 0 ; ). Then there is also a sequence of scalars f k g satisfying k k (x; y)k 2 k and 0 < k 0 .
Since the sequence f((x k ; y k )=jj(x k ; y k )jj; k )g is bounded, we may assume without loss of generality that this sequence converges to a point ((x ; y ); ) 2 IR Step 1 (Computation of the Newton Direction) Let ( x k ; y k ) solve the equation
Step 2 (Backtracking Line Search)
If k (x k ; y k ) = 0, set (x k+1 ; y k+1 ) = (x k ; y k ); otherwise, let k be the maximum of the values 1; 1 ; 2 1 ; : : : such that (3.15) and set (x k+1 ; y k+1 ) = (x k + k x k ; y k + k y k ).
Step 3 (Update the Continuation Parameter) (3.16) and set k+1 = (1 ? 2 k ) k ; k = k + 1; and return to Step 1.
Remark An alternative to the backtracking procedure in Step 2 is to set
on every iteration. This choice of k is justi ed by Part 2 of Theorem 3.1 and is su cient for establishing the global linear convergence of the method. However, in our numerical experiments, the backtracking procedure yielded a signi cantly more e cient algorithm.
We now show that the algorithm is well{de ned and implementable when it is assumed that M is a P 0 matrix. 
4 Global Linear Convergence
To obtain the global linear convergence of the algorithm described in the previous section, we require the uniform boundedness of rF (x; y) ?1 on the set N( 0 ; ). We establish this uniform boundedness with the aid of a non{degeneracy condition on the problem LCP(q; M).
De nition 4.1 Let S be the set of solutions to LCP(q; M) de ned in (2.11) and set J := fjj there exists (x; y) 2 S such that y j = 0g:
We say that the problem LCP(q; M) satis es the FLP condition if the principal submatrix M JJ is non{degenerate. Proof Assume to the contrary that there is a sequence f(x k ; y k ; k )g such that 0 < k 0 , k (x k ; y k ) 2 k , and jj(rF k (x k ; y k )) ?1 jj k. By Proposition 2.4, the sequence f(x k ; y k ; k )g is bounded, hence we can assume that the sequence converges to some point (x ; y ; ). If > 0, then rF (x ; y ) is non{singular which implies the boundedness of the sequence jj(rF k (x k ; y k )) ?1 jj. Hence it must be the case that = 0. Therefore (x ; y ) 2 S. In addition, from the de nition of rF k , the sequence (r x k (x k ; y k ); r y k (x k ; y k )) is also bounded, so with no loss in generality We are now in position to state and prove the global linear convergence result for the algorithm described in the previous section.
Theorem 4.4 Suppose that M is a P 0 and an R 0 matrix, and that the problem LCP(q; M) satis es the FLP condition. Let (x k ; y k ; k ) be the sequence generated by the algorithm of ; (4.6) for some 2 (0; 1]. This is done by separately establishing the cases where k (x k ; y k ) is equal to zero and not equal to zero. We consider the case k (x k ; y k ) = 0 rst. In this case, x k+1 = x k and y k+1 = y k . Thus, by Part 3 of Lemma 2.1, 
; whereby inequality (4.6) is con rmed.
It is easily veri ed that (iii) The boundedness of the sequence f(x k ; y k )g follows from Proposition 2.4 . If f(x k j ; y k j )g is a convergent subsequence with limit (x ; y ), then it follows from (i) and (ii) that jj 0 (x ; y )jj = 0 and Mx ? y + q = 0, so (x ; y ) 2 S.
2
The algorithm of Section 3 requires a nite stopping criteria in order to be practical. To be useful, such a stopping criteria should say something about the quality of the approximate solution obtained at termination. The next lemma shows that such a nite stopping criteria can be based on the values k .
Lemma 4.5 Let Both of these stopping criteria have the rather nice feature that they induce termination when the relative error in the complementarity condition is small.
Numerical Experiments

Implementation Details
Although the algorithm of Section 3 is implementable as it stands, we have chosen to modify the implementation in order to make the comparison with Kanzow's algorithm 12] more straightforward. In particular, we are interested in observing how the updating strategy for the continuation parameter a ects performance. For this reason, the implemented algorithm di ers from Kanzow's algorithm only in the way that the continuation parameter is updated. This choice of implementation illustrates the bene ts of an updating strategy based on the neighborhood N( ). The key di erence between the algorithm of Section 3 and the one stated below is the use of a non{monotone line search strategy in Step 3.
The Implemented Algorithm
Step 0 Step Let x k+1 = x k + k x k ; y k+1 = y k + k y k : (5.4) Step 4 (Update the Continuation Parameter)
where t k is the smallest nonnegative integer t 2 f0; 1; 2; : : :g satisfying The e ects of an initial rescaling of the input data have been studied by Kanzow 12] One then solves the problem LCP( q; M). Our numerical experiment is performed on both the original input data and the scaled input data. . Then M is a P?matrix. In this example, the results using the problem input data as above is reported in the column NS. The result using Kanzow's rescaling technique described in (5.6) is reported in the column S. Ten problems are generated in this way for each of the dimensions n = 50; 100; 150; 200. The maximum, average, and minimum number of iterations needed by the algorithms are summarized in Table 2 . In all runs, the starting point is chosen to be x 0 = (0; : : : ; 0) T .
Test Problems and Numerical Results
Example 5.4 (Harker and Pang \hard examples" 8])
In this example, M is computed in the same way as in the previous example, however, q 2 R n is randomly generated with entries q i 2 (?500; 0). Table 2 contains the numerical results. In this example, the results using the problem input data as above is reported in the column NS. The result using Kanzow's rescaling technique described in (5.6) is reported in the column S. In all the test runs, the starting point is chosen to be x 0 = (0; : : :; 0) T .
Concluding Remarks
In this paper we present the rst global linear convergence result for non{interior path following smoothing methods for LCP. This result along with the work in 9] and 20] has initiated a urry of activity on rate convergence analysis for non{interior point path following methods based on smoothing techniques 1, 2, 4, 16, 18, 19] . In all cases it is the notion of a neighborhood of the central path that provides the key to establishing the global linear convergence of the algorithms. However, the question of the complexity of these methods remains open. In 20], we show that an interior point implementation of a non{ interior path following smoothing method has the same best polynomial{time complexity as is exhibited by the standard short{step interior point path following algorithm. This result along with the linear convergence results cited above hold forth the possibility of a polynomial complexity result for non{interior path following methods. In this regard, a deeper understanding of the dependence of the parameter L in Proposition 4.3 on the problem data will be crucial.
